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Adamant Attitude of Officers, East Zone and Central Office Reacts Strongly.. 
A Report on Agitation in East Zone 

 
In East Zone, a crisis developed due to the adamant attitude of an Officer. The Transfer lists 

are released normally in June and January every year in East Zone and it is a system being 

followed for many years.  

As per report, the officer intend to do  injustice with ARTEE Members and already one of 

our office bearer Sh. Arup Sinha was facing hardship and partiality. He is relieved due to 

adamancy of this officer. VP (EZ), Sh. P.K.Sanyal has been informing President about this. 

The issue was also discussed during East Zone Workshop in Kurseong on 5th January 

2016. 

E.in.C  had also asked the same officer to settle the issue of Arup Sinha.  

When President got the information that partial ADG is bent upon to release the list before 

his retirement with the purpose to block the posts so that ARTEE Members and Office 

bearers are deprived, President approached ADG(D), DG DD and E.in.C., On 27th Jan ’16 
E.in.C spoke to ADG(EZ) and instructed not to release any transfer list. It is also pertinent to 

mention that Sh. Sinha also sit on dharna against this injustice and ended his fast on this 

assurance. Even ADG(D), DG DD spoke to Sh. Sinha and asked him to end the fast.  

On 29th     January on the last day of his service the officer released the transfer lists, 

defying the directive of E.in.C and ADG(D) and  DG DD. In this lists gross injustice was done 

with ARTEE Members selectively. 

As obvious, President talked to E.In.C and taken up the matter of this administrative 

indiscipline with authorities. E.in.C, even talked to officers and asked to stop the releasing 

of the transfer list if not uploaded on AIRNET. E.in.C assured President to take corrective 

step on Monday (01.02.2016). President informed E.in.C and ADG (D) that in the absence of 

any cognizable step ARTEE East Zone will be on Agitation from Monday the 01.02.2016. 

On Monday, after the retirement of the Adamant Officer, Sh. Sheikh took charge of ADG(E), 

EZ and in consultation with E.in.C and ADG(D), the Transfer Lists released by the rogue 

officer on Friday  (29.01.2016) were kept in Abeyance.  

To review the transfer lists, a Committee is formed, and the Committee will review the cases 

in consultation with our Zonal office bearers. 

This is a big victory of ARTEE’s Might, Unity and Solidarity. The entire crisis was handled 

by President along with entire zonal body under the leadership of VP(EZ). Central Office is 

firmly standing with EAST ZONE. We regret due to non function of ARTEE website we could 

not update earlier. 

We salute the spirit of Unity, Solidarity and Unionism. 
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